Purpose
•
•
•
•
•

Allows for Telepsychological Communications from providers to patients in separate states.
Allows for up to 30 days of In-Person Face-to-Face Practice
Recognizes that states have vested interest in protection public health and safety and through this compact and
regulation will afford the best available protection.
Only applies to person not holding licenses in both home and receiving jurisdictions
Compact does not apply to permanent In-Person Face-to-Face practice

Article II
Definitions
This article is used to define the terms as used throughout the compact. This was done in an effort to alleviate confusion
on the part of the states and practitioners.

Article III
Home State Licensure
This article denotes what home state licensure means and further requirements to provide services through the compact.
This section defines the Home state. “Home state in which a psychologist is licensed shall be a compact state where a
psychologist is licensed to practice psychology.” To provide the services allowed by this compact the professional must
hold a license in a compact state.
Section E. Allows for practice to the receiving jurisdiction to practice telepsychology only if the state requires:
• That the psychologist holds an active E. Passport
• Has a mechanism in place for receiving and investigating complaints about licensed individuals.
• Notifies the commission, in compliance with the terms herein, of any adverse action or significant investigatory
information regarding a licensed individual.
• Requires an identity history summary of all applicants at initial licensure.
• Complies with the bylaws and rules of the commission.
Section F. Allows for temporary face-to-face practice in a distant state if requires:
• That the psychologist holds active Interjurisdictional Practice Certificate (IPC).
• Has a mechanism in place for receiving and investigating complaints about licensed individuals.
• Notifies the commission, in compliance with the terms herein, of any adverse action or significant investigatory
information regarding a licensed individual.
• Requires an identity history summary of all applicants at initial licensure.
• Complies with the bylaws and rules of the commission.

Article IV
Compact Privilege to Practice Telepsychology
This section lays out the requirements of education and training to provide services through the Compact.
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This section allows for the practice of telepsychology in a “receiving state” in which the psychologist is not licensed. Only
if the psychologist:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Holds a graduate degree in psychology from an institute of higher education that was at the time the degree was
awarded;
o Regionally accredited by an accrediting body recognized by the US Department of Education to grant
graduate degrees or authorize by provincial statute or royal charter to grant doctoral degrees.
o A foreign college or university deemed to be equivalent by a foreign credential evaluation service that is
a member of the NACES or by a recognize foreign credential evaluation.
Hold a graduate degree in psychology that meets designated criteria
Possess current, full and unrestricted license to practice psychology in a home state which is a compact state
Have no history of adverse action that violate the rules of the commission
Have no criminal record history that violates the rules of the commission
Possess a current and active E. Passport
Provide attestations regarding areas of intended practice, conformity with standards of practice, competence in
telepsychology technology, criminal background and knowledge and adherence to legal requirements in the home
and receiving states, and provide a release of information to allow for primary source verification in a manner
specified by the Commission; and
Meet other criteria as defined by the rules of the Commission.

This section also requires a psychologist practicing under the compact must practice within the areas of competencies and
is subject to the scope of practice of the receiving state.
A receiving state may, in accordance with that state’s due process law, limit or revoke a psychologist’s authority to practice
interjurisdictional telepsychology in the receiving state and may take any other necessary actions under the receiving
state’s applicable law to protect the health and safety of the receiving state’s citizens. If a receiving state takes action, the
state shall promptly notify the home state and the Commission.
If a psychologist’s license in any home state or another compact state or any authority to practice interjurisdictional
telepsychology in any receiving state is restricted, suspended or otherwise limited, the E. Passport shall be revoked and
therefore the psychologist shall not be eligible to practice telepsychology in a compact state under the authority to
practice interjurisdictional telepsychology.

Article V
Compact Temporary Authorization to Practice
By accepting the compact the jurisdiction will allow for temporary face-to-face practice.
The education requirements are like those listed in Article IV with the substitution of a psychologist to be required to hold
an Interjurisdictional Practice Certificate (IPC) instead of the E. Passport. The other components are similar to those in
Article IV.

Article VI
Condition of Telepsychological Practice in a Receiving State.
A psychologist must practice interjurisdictional telepsychology in accordance with the scope of practice of the receiving
jurisdiction and within the rules of the commission, as well as;
• The psychologist initiates a client/patient contact in home state via telecommunications technologies with a
client/patient in a receiving state or
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•

other condition regarding telepsychology as determined by rule promulgated by the commission.

Article VII
Adverse Actions
This section covers how the compact, home and receiving states will conduct and report adverse actions. As well as the
consequences for a psychologist who receives adverse actions.
•
•

•

•
•

The home state may take adverse actions against a psychologist license. A receiving state may take adverse action
on a psychologist authority to practice interjurisdictional telepsychology and temporary authorization to practice
within that receiving state.
If home state does take adverse action a psychologist’s authority to practice interjurisdictional telepsychology is
terminated and the E. Passport is revoked. In addition, that psychologist’s temporary practice is terminated, and
the IPC is revoked.
o All adverse actions taken should be reported to the Commission. In accordance to the rules of the
Commission.
o If Discipline is reported against a psychologist, the psychologist will not be eligible for telepsychology or
temporary practice in accordance with the rules of the Commission.
o Other actions may be imposed as determined by the rules promulgated by the commission.
A home state’s psychology regulatory authority shall investigate and take appropriate action with respect to
reported inappropriate conduct engaged in by a licensee which occurred in a receiving state as it would if such
conduct had occurred by a licensee within the home state. In such cases, the home state’s law shall control in
determining any adverse action against a psychologist’s license.
A license revoked, surrendered in lieu of discipline or suspended following investigation of all services granted
through the compact would be terminated.
Nothing in the compact will override a compact state’s decision that a psychologist’s participation in an alternative
program may be used in lieu of adverse action and that such participation shall remain non-public if required by
the compact state’s law. The psychologist must cease providing services while in an alternative program.

Article VIII
Additional Authorities Invested in a Compact State’s Psychology Regulatory Authority.
This section provides all compact states the right to maintain their psychology regulatory authority.
•
•

Issue Subpoenas, for both hearings and investigations.
Issue Cease and Desists and injunctive relief orders to revoke a psychologist’s authority to practice
interjurisdictional telepsychology or through temporary authorization.

It also states if an investigation is taking place, a psychologist may not change their home state status. The conclusion of
all investigations should be reported to the Commission. All information provided to the commission or distributed by
compact states pursuant to the psychologist shall remain confidential, filed under seal and used for investigatory or
disciplinary matters. The commission may create additional rules for mandated discretionary sharing of information by
compact states.

Article IX
Coordinated Licensure Information System
This section denotes the requirement of sharing licensee information for all compact states. Notwithstanding any other
provision of state law to the contrary, a compact state shall submit a uniform dataset to the Coordinated Database on all
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psychologists to whom this compact is applicable as required by the rules of the commission. This database will allow for
the expedited sharing of adverse action against compact psychologists. The coordinated database information will be
expunged by the law of the reporting compact state.

Article X
Establishment of the Psychology Interjurisdictional Compact Commission
This section establishes the ruling commission of the compact. The compact is not a waiver of sovereign immunity.
•
•
•

The commission shall consist of one voting representative appointed by each compact state who shall serve as
that state’s commissioner. Appointed by each states regulatory Board.
Vacancies of Commissioners must be filled in accordance of the laws of the compact state.
Each commissioner is granted (1) vote in regard to creation of rules and bylaws and shall otherwise have the
opportunity to participate in the business and affairs of the Commission.

Article XI
Rulemaking
This section lays out the requirements for rules made to the current compact once accepted by the first 7 states.

Article XII
Oversight, Dispute Resolution and Enforcement
This section details the oversight and enforcement of the compact by accepting states.

Article XIII
Date of Implementation of Psychology Interjurisdictional Compact Commission and
Associated Rules, Withdrawal and Amendment
The compact becomes effective on the date of enactment in the seventh compact state.
States that join after the adoption of the rules shall be subject to the rules as they exist on the date which the compact
becomes law in that state.

Article XIV
Construction and Severability
This compact shall be liberally construed so as to effectuate the purposes thereof. If this Compact shall be held contrary
to the constitution of any state member thereto, the compact shall remain in full force and effect as to the remaining
compact states.

